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with him during succeeding days. He
could not understand it, became
restless, dissatisfied and finally anx-
ious.

"Edith," he spoke very earnestly
one morning after thinking it all
over, "I'm beginning to get worried."

"What about?" she asked quite in-

nocently.
"You. Are you sick? Are you hid-

ing anything from me?"
"Why do you ask that?" she fal-

tered.
"Because you haven't been your

natural self for the last two weeks.
See here, things are going wrong
somehow. I can t manage the chil-
dren and I'm spoiling them. You
never tell me to do this or that as you
used to, and things ain't up to date
as you used to make me keep them.
What's wrong?"

She would not confess all. She
compromised as to the real fact in
the case.

"Robert," she spoke feelingly. "I
got thinking. I was afraid I was
driving you too hard. I was afraid
that I might make mistakes in hav-
ing my own way in everything. I
may have been harsh and scolding
and shrewish"

"You! you!" fairly shouted Tyrrell
"oh, you've been dreaming. Why,

Edith, you're the spice of life, your
natural self. I wouldn't have you
change for worlds. Only keep it up.
If you drop now I'll sink into the
shiftless, unguided being I was when
you married me and gave to my life
system and love, and oh, such happi-
ness."

And Edith Tyrrell forgot all about
John Lind and returned to her old
stirring ways, for the shock of peace
was not what Robert Tyrrell wanted.

NO FURS, BUT BIG WARM COAT
FOR LITTLE SCHOOL GIRL

By Betty Brown
A fur "set" is a great bother to the

Little Miss who goes to school and
romps and plays a good deal when
the school day is. over, -

The small school girl will not wear
furs next winter, so they tell me at
the Chicago Garment Manufacturers
fall fashion exposition. She will wear,
instead, a big comfortable coat of
chinchilla or some other cold-defyi-

material with a "big,
coljar of fur.

A model that should make the

youngster of 12 happy, and keep her
comfortable, is this coatpf gray chin-
chilla with collar of brown martin,
which the little fashion model, Char-
lotte Stevens, wore.

With such big cuffs and such big
pockets no small girl would need a
muff.
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